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KENYON COLLEGIAN
A

Journal of Student Opinion

Vol. LXXXVIII

Gambier, Ohio, November

A DUOLOGUE:

Intellectual Gunplay?

3, 1961

No.

An Englishman Looks At SYMPOSIUM DRAMATIC,
Some "Angry Young Men"

3

PROVOCATIVE

Editor's Note: Anticipating the Kenyon production of John Osborne's
Look Back in Anger, the Collegian asked Professor Dendle, an
Oxonion aid confirmed Englishman, to provide some insight into the
ivorld Osborne presents in his biting diatribe. Dendle's article takes
the form of a conversation; the names referred to are the principals
e
Cliff, and
in the cast
Jimmy Porter, his wife Alison, his
Alison's friend, Helena.
Quote from the Observer: "Theirs not to reason why, theirs but
to do or die" "Bloody fools!"
Colin Wilson: "I sometimes feel a peculiar discomfort in talking
to writers of an older generation: a sense of different worlds, different
languages, different standards."
soul-mat-

don't understand this play. The people just aren't real. People
don't behave like that in normal life.

Q: I

A: You've got to realize England is not America. Our problems are
different, our way of life is very different. And nearly the whole
generation which grew up during and after the war is a generation in revolt. Before the war there was a closely stratified class
The Common Man"
"The Open Mind'
"The Primacy of Humanities"
structure, five million unemployed, where the great aim in life
was to obtain a job, any sort of a job and hang on to it. The
In addition to the following general commentary, this issue of The Collegian offers specific coverage
postwar government solved the immediate problems; we now of each of the events of the Symposium. Individual accounts of each of the activities appear on the
have full employment, a health scheme, free education to first page of this issue, further commentary and articles elsewhere.

university standards.
But it was not until the
nineteen fifties that the postwar generation began to
emerge with its own ethos, often totally opposed to that of
their parents. Although some
attacks were made on such institutions as the monarchy, the
public schools, the Civil Service, and the Army (regarded,

of brotherhood, most people,
above all the
workers, settled for a purely materialist system of values
the television set, small car
and house in suburbia. The
nasty underside of British life
(the slums, the miseries of old
age pensioners, the permanent
pockets of unemployment in
Ulster, Scotland and Wales)
were conveniently ignored. A
philosophy of "you've never
had it so good" only produced
newly-prospero-

perhaps mistakenly, as strongholds of privilege), the main
concern was with the spiritual
value of life in England. Instead of the old socialist ideal

us

(Cont. on Page 4, Col.

1)

The Symposium Summarized:

ATTACKING THE ALBATROSS
While not hoping to compete
with Brooks Atkinson, CP. Ives,
or the editors of The Kenyon
Review, Daedalus, Cleveland
Plain Dealer, Time Magazine, and
so forth, the Collegian attempts
to present below the briefest of
summaries of the major Symposium addresses.
C. P. SNOW: Man And "Albatross"
Having introduced his speech
with a polite bow to Kenyon College ("What a pleasure it is to
be in Kenyon College this morning,") the Kenyon Review ("a
household word of literature), and
John Crowe Ransom ("a beautiful
poet . . . responsible for one of
the great breakthroughs in criticism"), English novelist-scientiC. P. Snow quickly turned attention to the problem which has
ben "dogging me for some time:"
"a polarity ,a lack of communication in the intellectual world,
(whose) extremes seem to be inhabiting and developing two different cultures."
Although he'd saddled himself
with an "albatross" in concerning
himself with this problem in an
lecture a few years
ago, the author of the Strangers
and Brothers series proceeded to
bear his burden lightly, and imparted "recent thoughts on the
two cultures."
While admitting he'd been
rough on literature, Snow
st

ill-advis-

ed

re-emphasi-

that

writers

zed

have

been "passionately unconcerned
with the fate of their fellows . . .
obtuse and often wicked in their
reaction to major human issues."
In regard to this assertion Snow
declared, "I don't retract a word
of it."
As a possible bridge between

two cultures, Snow urged consideration of the social sciences,
"the mediating social arts."
A LOST EDEN
"I won't take," the criticism that
he'd ignored "the quality of life,"
insisted Snow, maintaining that
the notions of the likes of D. H.
Lawrence were based on "a lost
Eden, a
idea of Paradise."
The burly Englishman
conceded that there will never again
be "a large crop of Renaissance
men," but did not think it too
much to expect educated folk to
have some acquaintance with
their "opposite culture."
His concern for the problems
of communication, Snow justified
in simple terms: the society of
the future will not be able to
base its decisions on "the strength
of a lawyer's brief." Its a matter,
he said, of "understand or die."
Snow's comments had been prefaced by President Lund's welcoming address and Philip Wiener's competent, if rapid coverage
of the history of the problem of
communication between the arts
and the sciences.
JAMES ACKERMAN: The Open
Mind
Suggesting that the symposium
pre-artisti- c,

pre-scienti--

fic

had gathered over an empty coffin, "mourning the dissolution of
an admirable medieval attitude,"
a dissolution which hadn't in fact
occured, art historian and professor James Ackerman asserted
that "the real problem of communication" is the closed mind.
The contemporary gap between
arts and sciences, and fissures
within the disciplines themselves
is, maintained Ackerman, the re- (Cont. on Page 6, Col. 3)

by Fred Kluge, Associate Editor
Speaking in a skillfully disguised Rosse Hall at the conclusion of last weekend's massive
symposium, President Lund characterized the meeting's efforts as
"brilliant, provocative, and I hope,
helpful."
There were no outcries of disagreement from the
audience and the symposium participants and associates kept their
qualifications to themselves. Brilliant, provocative, and, we hope,
helpful.
A mere figure of speech that
Lund later used indicates another
side of the symposium, however.
After Philip Wiener's rather offhand attempt at a summation
Lund explained "We wanted to
give you a parting shot too."
The Kenyon Symposium on
Communication between the Arts
and the Sciences amounted, first
of all, to a brilliant provocative
exchange of shots, and if it stops
there, without any effort at conclusion, agreement, or synthesis,
if it amounted to nothing more
than an intellectual Gunfight at
it was still
the OK Corral
enough. It was one of the most
genuinely exciting events ever to
happen here. For once, as Symposium Director Ritcheson remarked, Kenyon's traditional isolation was shattered. If only
briefly, he added, the Mountain
had come to Mohammed.
THE CAST
Some of the interest generated
by the Symposium must be at--

DEAN SUGGESTS

Perhaps the most appropriate
comments at the most recent sessions of Student Council were
made by nonmembers Dean Edwards and John Knepper, the
latter giving a report on the findings of last year's College Visitation Committee, a group which
made a study of student life and
government at several eastern
schools.
The Dean said that it is partly
due to the inactivity and inefficiency of the student council that
students are not now as much
involved in the
program as they would like to be.
He reminded the council that the
program has been suggested and
t.
worked out entirely by the
on

fac-(Con-

on Page

6, Col. 1)

cism, or calling Edward Teller's
recourse to the common man
"humbug."
Or there was Teller himself
his accent, his delivery, his ability
to make a discussion of fall-oseem like a confession of faith.
His "from the bottom of my
ut

Man-hatten-proj-

heart" manner

ect

in-

spired widespread respect.
He
was, in short, an awesome figure.
There was Brand Blanshard's
dry, stubborn and, according to
Colin Pittendrigh, rather archaic
offering. The Yale philosopher
embroidered his assertion of the
supremacy of the humanities with
genuine humor, referring to the

rosy-cheek-

ed

Pit-tendrig-

(Cont. on Page 6, Col.

h's

1)

MULLSRUSH,

PAN-HEL- L

BEGINS

uncanny desire of "the muscular
American boy and
American girl" to pursue the academic path of least resistance.
There was the penetrating insight of James Ackerman's initial remarks, his suggestion that
550 people might have gathered
together to "mourn the dissolution of an admirable medieval attitude," a dissolution which was
based on semantic difficulties,
which had never, in fact occured.
There was the terseness of Alan
Waterman's concise announcement: "Gentlemen, the sciences
are humanities,"
or moderator
Philip Wiener's confession that,
after having witnessed the symposium, he would revise the paper he'd originally submitted.
The Associates
A lot of the color came from the
associates. There was Colin
dogged insistence that
there hadn't been a statement
made about science that pleased
him, that the whole discussion
seemed like a confession of ignorance

"SELF-STUDY-

"

by John Camper
Council met last Monday evening to discuss a
The
revamping of rushing rules, and to hear a statement from Student
y
of
Assembly President Pat Edwards concerning a sort of
fraternities. The discussion of the Edwards statement and whatever subsequent action was taken must remain a mystery to the
student body, for this reporter was politely asked to leave the meeting room immediately after Edwards delivered his address.
2
On page 41 of the
"HELL BREAKS LOOSE"
Kenyon Student Handbook, we
Chief advocates of the proposed
find, "All members of the freshnew rules were James Lees of
man class and all upperclassmen
DKE
and John Coupland of Delta
in any way affiliated with fraterPhi. Mr. Coupland advised liftobey
know
and
must
the ing
nities
rushthe ban on
Rushing Rules as contained in
ing and allowing freshmen in
These shall be
this handbook.
upperclass dorms and
strictly enforced."
until 9 p.m. instead of 6:30. In
DIRTY RUSHING
reply to the objection of Pete
Since it has become fairly ob- Sharp of Sigma Pi that rush
vious that the Rushing Rules are would turn into a three-wee- k
not being enforced, the Council period when 1.) fraternities do
discussed ways in which the rules nothing but spend money in win2.)
might be relaxed or done away ing and dining freshmen,
with, to allow fraternity men nobody gets any studying done,
greater freedom in pursuing cov- and 3.) "All hell breaks loose,"
eted freshmen. Exactly why the Coupland replied that not much
rushing rules have not been en- studying is done during rush anyforced was not made clear. (Per- way, and, "We could cut it down
haps all of this year's dirty rush- to two weeks with no studying
ing was done behind the backs done, rather than three weeks
of the fraternity presidents who with a little studying."
(Cont. on Page 5, Col. 2)
make up Pan-Hell- .)
Pan-Hellen- ic

self-stud-

1961-196-

"INEFFICIENCY"

self-evaluati-

tributed to the character of the
men involved, not merely their
academic repute, or professional
ability which was uniformly high,
but their manner, their bearing,
their gestures and tones. They
had real dramatic, as well as intellectual worth.
There was, for instance, the
lumbering humanism of a rather
rumpled Charles Snow, leaning
over the podium and writing a
polite epitaph to the new criti-

off-camp-

us

vice-vers-

a,
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Letters to the Editor
Oi

15

Kenyon Collegian
Since 1856
A

BI-WEEK-

TO THE EDITOR:
After a

LY

time-consumi- ng

corres-

pondence with Inter Nationes,
the cultural exchange agency of
the Federal Republic of
we were most generously supplied with culturally interesting pictorial materials for
our departmental use. Our prize
possesion was a 33 by 46 inch
color photograph of the memorial
in St. Anthony's Church, Cologne,
Germany.
We proudly displayed the poster on our bulletin board in order
to share it with as many of our
students and colleagues as possible, until we could have it properly framed. Sometime this forenoon the poster disappeared.
We appeal to the sense of deThis week the Collegian conducted a rather informal cency and fairness of the person
involved in this theft
sampling of student opinion, concerning whether or not the or persons
and urge them to reconsider their
college should join the National Student Association. That action and return the poster. We
the students here at Kenyon have opinions was taken for also hope thai anyone seeing the
granted; that the students read (other periodicals beside the poster displayed anywhere will
Collegian that is) was also taken on faith. Yet the re- prevail upon its present possessponse to questions about the NSA gave us reason to doubt sors to restore it to its former
location.
both beliefs. About ten per cent of the students queried
Edmund P. Hecht
answered to the effect that they would like to join the NSA
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P- -

K-lug-

e

West-German- y,

A Legislative Method

if they knew more about it. Another fraction was adamantly
against the organization labeling it "partisan" and, in fact,
"political." But the majority of students knew nothing at
all about the NSA, and some doubted its very existence.

The NSA is the largest student organization of its kind
in our country
there are 388 member colleges actively
represented. And at those schools not already represented
the question of joining has been seriously debated both in
the Student Councils and on the campus in general.
Since the Committee selected by the Student Council
has failed as yet to present any discussion on the NSA, we
feel it inopportune to present our specific views on the NSA
at this time. But it does seem about time that the Student
Council and the students in general stopped "solving" prob
lems by being unconscious of them. It does seem about time
that we allowed our "uniqueness" to make itself felt in
places other than Gambier.

That Nehru is speaking especially to America's college
students (see Student Council story p. 1) does not seem to
have provided shock enough to move the Council members
out of unconsciousness. And if you doubt the efficacy of unconsciousness as a legislative method, just look at the Council's legislative record.

The Other Symposium

S.C.II.

SLEAZY ARGUMENTS
TO THE EDITOR:
The author of "Questions

for

their Answers"
October

20

in our issue of
is quite right in as-

serting that "something like an
answer" is the best means of
eliciting questions. Here are two
of the numerous questions which
occurred to me:
1.

In view of his expressed
thusiasm for large urban

'enuni-

versities, may one assume that
his persistence in returning

year after unrewarding year
to face Kenyon's dreary program of Questions is the result
of a philanthropic desire to instruct the faculty in better
ways of teaching?
2.

TO THE EDITOR:
Mr. Jensen's extensive vituperation of October 20th struck me
as an erudite, albeit subjective,
indictment which was quite unfair to both the purpose and the
y
methodology of the
Project. Although I object strong
ly to the tenor of his general
argument some of his points are
well taken. One could well ques
tion the wisdom of an administra
tion which initiates construction
d
of a
dollar foot
ball field while students are
forced to travel fifty miles to the
Ohio State University Library because our book collection is so
inadequate.
Certainly someone
should inquire about the rationale behind such a grandiose dis
posal of funds entrusted to the
college for educational purposes.
Self-Stud-

multi-thousan-

The very fact that Mr. Jensen
raised several original salient
points seems detrimental to his
central argument Is it wise to
condemn the fact finding phase
of investigation because it lacks
a directed intention? The fact
that this committee wishes to con
sider the entire problem and relevant evidence before issuing con
clusions strikes me as rather
reasonable. I do not think it im
plies an attempt by the Self
Study group to bathe Kenyon
College in a paternalistic whitewash. I doubt if "everybody"
including Mr. Jensen
KNOWS
all that is wrong with Kenyon
College.
Obviously, there are
some situations which even the
hill's "seediest inferiorities" can
readily discern. I personally agree
that attendance and diversifica
tion requirements contribute lit
tle to the search for wisdom;
however, I would be willing to
listen to opinions of several re
spected members of the faculty
expressing
logical
antithetical
views. One might even find that
problems arise and solutions ap
pear which never occurred to Mr.
Jensen.

Does he offer his spelling of
'supersede' and the sleazy argumentation of "everybody
At best his central problem
knows" as evidence that Ken- (faculty quality) is a well known
yon really hasn't taught him campus cliche. At worst it rep
anything?
resents the articulation of that
Robert O. Fink negative philosophy which only

Snow "A Major Disappointment"

requires one to "sit on his hands
and bitch." Gloomy predictions
of an "irreversible decline' 'are
undoubtedly appealing to a cynical student body; yet it seems
rather nihilistic to pontificate that
the real
one has discovered
trouble with Kenyon College to
be insoluble, and predict that any
attempt at its solution would
"probably reduce the College
further."
The ultimate irony is Mr. Jensen's blind groping for some suggestion of an answer to his problem. Unable to offer any positive
solution himself, he turns to that
very group which he damns so
eloquently, admitting that a suggestion made by Dr. Thornton
concerning reliance upon bright
young men on their way up
"would be a beneficial solution."
His unsupported assertion that
the College has consciously resisted such a course of action
hardly mitigates the irony of his
position.

Certainly the problem of faculty competence is vital to the
students of Kenyon College. The
y
group is quite aware
of inadequacies in the faculty,
y
(note the composition of the
Committee itself) but is
faced with those problems which
Mr. Jensen so clearly illustrates.
Perhaps all possible questions
have not been proposed nor all
possible solutions compiled. There
may even be solutions short of an
admittedly undesirable faculty
purge. I am told that Swarth-mor- e
posseses a faculty no better
than that of Kenyon, and yet here
is an institution distinguished by
the academic fervor of a student
body noted for its intellectual
activity and participation in academic endeavors.
Perhaps this
is a time for searching questions
rather than snap judgments, and
reasoned considerations rather
Adthan unjust condemnation.
mittedly, we all would like to
see the
Committee
espouse a program perfectly conforming to our own personal predictions of the problems and solutions facing Kenyon College. I
seriously doubt, Mr. Jensen, that
this desire is either reasonable
Self-Stud-

Self-Stud-

Self-Stud-

y

or wise.

John Maclnnis

by Pat McGraw. Feature Editor

greater efforts to Save Our
In a masterpiece of positive statement, our college calenSir
Charles Percy Snow's apwhich was largely obliter
dar informed us that this year's streamlined version of
pearance
at
Symposium, ated by a kind of Communication
the
Founder's Day would "carry assembly credit." One could
difficulties apparently not antici
also say assembly discredit, for Tuesday's event amounted whatever we may think of the pated by the planners of the
man
or
his
ideas
generally,
must
to almost an hour of compulsory yawns and leg crossings,
Symposium.
with the bulk of student attendance and interest gravitating be classed as one of the major
A new Snow suggestion, that
disappointments of the weekend.
towards the rear of the building, hearts and minds focused
the social sciences may contain
Sir
Charles
did
appear
not
to
on Pierce Hall, where fast sprinters were gulping grilled-chees- e
have made a preparation as ex- the proper blend of the humansandwiches before a ragged and bored academic proistic and the scientific necessary
tensive as most of the other to bridge
cession had gotten out of its chairs.
the gap, was promptly
The whole event speakers. His talk, if
wittv and demolished by Professor Rayamounted to an eloquent plea for the change and reform, charming,
added little to the mond English, who pointed out
if not abolition of the assembly system here.
audience s perception of the prob (we think correctly) that the social scientists
It's hard to believe that the same building which had lem.
themselves are
been the scene of last week's brilliant and provocative symSnow, who combines scientific plagued by the same split within
posium could have been given over to Tuesday's Compulsory training with an artist's career, their disciplines. Social science
has not yet decided
"Assembly-Credit- "
Symposium On Communication Between has been said to have "iminnp intends to become a whether it
science (or,
qualifications to examine and dis
Administration and Students.
using the methcuss the place of science in co- a
We don't want to sound overly cute. A paper's purpose, ntemporary society" (Scientific ods of mathematics and psychology. A single perceptive glance
American). He is,
we realize, mounts to more than mere sniping,
fact, prim
and it is arily responsible forinpointing
at the American Political Science
out Review
urn our intention to push tor the abolition of something in
would have made Snow
the gulf between the two
every issue. But the assembly system at Kenyon screams
tiae which was the concern of aware that his proposal had little
or should we say grunts and yawns
the conference, and thus his pres- merit.
for change.
We are, to be sure, duly appreciative of an admirable ad- ence at it was logical and could
Apparently Sir Charles came to
have been expected to have been the conference
under the impresministration concern for communication with students. But valuable.
Many other speakers sion
he had already said all
such a fine end is
and may ultimately be destroyed referred to his monograph The there that
was to say on the subiect
by such archaic and compulsory means.
Two Cultures and the Scientific and
that his presence was desired
Revolution
(Cambridge:
1959). merely to lend an aura of legitiWhether effected by the administration alone, or through Snow's
own comments, however, macy to the proceedings.
He was
the self study, changes must be made, lest all that is com- were limited to a
bow to the
to disappoint those who
municated in Rosse Hall on Tuesdays amount to a blossoming beauties of autumnal Gambier, a destined
expected from him
paper of
indifference andor abounding contempt for Kenyon College few seemingly purely semantic high quality and new ainsight,
not
corrections
of
The Two Cultures, just corrected verbiage
education, or, for that matter, communication
but deep
itself
PFK and a closing Kennedyish
Civil-izato-

pseudo-science-

ill-serv-

BEAUTY

THEFT, VITUPERATION,

ON

ed

plea for mougnt.

),

n,

BEAUTY CONTEST
TO THE EDITOR:

In your last edition there was
a letter to the Editor opposing the
beauty contest being sponsored
by the yearbook.
In the past
there has always been a social
section of some kind. Last year
it was titled "Life on the Hill."
The theme in the section was
good, but should not be repeated
for a few years. There is a choice,
then, of going back to pictures
of cocktail glasses and party shots
(of which there will be several
anyway) or something different
may be done. In choosing this
alternative I went under the assumption that students preferred
loking at females than at half
empty Martini glasses and oblivious dance floor shots.
While I agree that this is not
Ohio State, I do feel that girls
still play enough of a social role
to merit recognition (3 pages) out
of the 10 page social section of
the 144 page Reveille.
Bob Cleveland
FILL UP AT

WOOLISON'S
SERVICE

STATION

NOVEMBER

3, 1961

KENYON

Atlantic

Little, Brown, and
Company has announced the formal publication on Nov. 9 of
Works and Days, a
anthology of the poems of Irving
Feldman, Assistant Professor of
English at Kenyon College.
121-pa-

ge

Torre Praised

De la

FELDMAN'S BOOK TO BE
PUBLISHED NEXT WEEK

COLLEGIAN

by Kipp Barksdale,
Music Reviewer

The title of the book is taken
from a particular fourteen-pag- e
poem, dedicated to his son, Fernando, which begins:
My name is Laughter,

It was a great joy and a great
experience to hear Rey de la
Torre again. His concert was, to
this reviewer, the highlight of
the symposium. Playing with
freshness, delicacy, and sensitivity he brought a pleasing touch
of Spain and South America to
somber Rosse Hall.

and I
laughed
Knowing everything's absurd.
The poems, ranging from "Birth" For
God in his ironic craft
THE BACH FUGUE
to "Dying"; from "The Death of
Made all more and less than his
Mr. de la Torre warmed to his
Vitellozzo Vitelli" to "Imaginary
word.
audience as the program proFigure of Samson with Pillars";
gressed, for some of the numbers
from "The Tourists in Spain" to And
the fool world dances on the at the beginning were not done to
"Greenwich
Village
Saturday
spit
his usual high standards.
The
Night"; were originally published Of my tounge
whirling, leap- Bach fugue particularly lacked
in a variety of scholarly journals,
ing, crying
the clarity and precision which
including Harper's Bazaar, Atlan- Delight within my fiery wit!
are usually characteristic of his
tic, The Nation, New Republic, And I laugh all
the while I am playing. But when de la Torre
The Saturday Review, and The
dying.
got into the works of Ponce,
New Yorker.
Lauro, Villa-Lobo- s,
Torroba, Grau,
Feldman's work, on sale at the Llobet, and Albeniz, a transformCollege Bookstore, has received ation took place. His fingers
U
favorable criticism from John seemed to fly and rich, clear tone
Crowe Ransom, ("I should re- poured forth.
mark particularly upon the rapIn particular two numbers stick
idity with which he developes his
natural talent"); and Lionel Trill- in my memory: the "Chorus No.
ing, (". . . the most interesting and 1" and three studies of Villa-Lobo- s.
De la Torre had been well
satisfying body of work that any
,X?,X4
IfxXx
beof the younger poets has yet pro- acquainted with Villa-Lobo- s
x
duced.") A limited edition of the fore that composer's death, and
book has already been published through this relationship he became immersed in Villa-Lobo- s'
in England.
style and idioms. He was able
Mr. Feldman received his B.S.S. to convey them with enthusiasm
from the City College of New and complete understanding. The
York, and his M.A. from Colum- "Three Catalonian Melodies" of
bia. He taught at the University Miquel Llobet were also rendered
of Puerto Rico for two years and with that special something that
studied in France under a
only an intimate understanding
scholarship before coming of the composer can give.
to Kenyon in 1958.
The concert was superb and
Poet Irving Feldman
those students who missed it or
At press time only 155 students who left at intermission deprived
NEW HIKA ALTERS had signed up to give blood on themselves of one kind of comthe 28th of this month, as com- munication.
XO

'flixl

SSX

XXxx

f

X

Ful-brig-

LITERARY FORMAT

pared to

ht

200 at this time last year.
Mrs. H. Landon Warner, chairThis year's editions of Hika man of the Kenyon blood drive,
will contain several outstanding stated that many more donors
changes over last year's according to Malcolm Jensen and Char- are needed if Kenyon is to match
les Williams,
of Ken-yon- 't last year's record of 191 pints
given.
Prospective donors are
literary magazine.
Jensen, with overtones of dis- urged to see their division repregust, stated boldly, "The editors sentatives soon.
may take it upon themselves to
comment from time to time upon
unusually deplorable aspects of
TOP THEOLOGIAN
the college's cultural or academic
affairs."
TO LECTURE HERE
He then went on to say that
there will be an increase in the Dr. Richard
Niebuhr will
number of issues, probably dou- speak at the Kenyon Christian
ble last year's number of three.
Fellowship Sunday evening, NoEach issue will also be considerably larger in size than its past vember 5. Although not as well
thirty pages. This is necessary known to the public as his broth
to make space for the significant er, Reinhold Niebuhr, Richard is
enlargement of the actual scope considered to be one of the best
of the magazine.
He
In addition to theologians in the country.
containing poems, short stories, is the author of numerous books,
book reviews, and critical articles, among them "Christian Culture"
Hika will print the "Aftermath" and "The Meaning of Revelation."
and commentary on the Arts and His lecture will be the first of
two on the general topic of lang
Sciences Symposium.
The "Aftermath" which con- uage and meaning.
tains the talks delivered by the
Dr. Virgil Aldrich will give the
participants in past symposiums second lecture in the series on
sponsored by the Archons and the November 12. The title of Dr.
Philosophy Department, has in Aldrich's lecture is "The Langu
past years been read by only a age of Religion." The series will
small number of students. Hika seek to explore the manner in
hopes to incite some students' in- which one can talk about reality.
terest in the
problems discussed in the symposiums BALY, ALDRICH and ZUCKER
by making the addresses preDr. Aldrich selected this topic
sented conveniently available.
response to Mr. Denis Baly's
in
Jensen and Williams strongly
series
of lectures (Collegian Oct.
urge writers to submit manu20). Aldrich contends that Baly
scripts of their literary work to
Hika. In particular demand will was forced into the position he
be articles containing opinions took because of his
concept of the use of language
and analysis on what was said
at the recent Symposium.
Dr. Wolfgang Zucker, sometime
The first issue will be issued Kenyon professor of the Philoso
in the middle of November. The phy of Religion, will be at the
magazine will award prizes for November 12 lecture, to nartici
the best piece of imaginative ate in the discusson. Mr. Niebuhr
writing and for the best critical will also talk in Chapel on the
anicle dealing wit ha literary 5th and speak to the college on
topic.
Monday evening.

by Burt Hurwitz

co-edito-

all-importa-

rs

nt

too-limit-

ed

Look Back in Anger opens at
8:30 p.m., November
8, for
four nights. Students tickets
are available at no cost at the
Hill Theatre box office, open
from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m., Monday through Friday. The cast
of the play includes:

Jimmy Porter .... John Binder
Cliff Lewis, Andrew Worsnopp
Alison Porter
Patricia Burnham
Helena Charles .... Patty Duke
Colonel Redfern
William Ketterer

Hobart Gives
Lund Degree
Dr. F. Edward Lund, President
College, received the
honorary degree of Doctor of
Humane Letters from Hobart and
William Smith College, after delivering the main address at a
special convocation marking the
consecration of a new chapel tower on the Geneva, New York
campus.
The degree was conferred by
the Rev. Dr. Louis M. Hirshon,
president of the Colleges. The
accompanying
citation said in
part, "Scholar and Churchman,
learning and religion share the
fruits of your twofold commitment. The quest for the Christian
ideal in education becomes personified in you."
In his speech on "Secular and
Christian Humanism," Dr. Lund
of Kenyon

pointed out that the greatest
danger to this age is not atomic
war and total annihilation, but
"the abiding threat is one of education .
that man will lose the
.

.

capacity to communicate."
Also attending the ceremonies
was a Kenyon alumnus, the Rt.
Rev. Arthur Lichtenberger, Presiding Bishop of the Episcopal
Church in the United States.
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CHRONIC INFERIORITY
IN AMERICANS ABROAD
During the past two summers Robert Kahn studied at McGiU University and the Sorbonne. The Collegian asked him to give his impressions of language study here and abroad.
This summer, while studying at the University of Paris, I could
not help but be impressed with the almost chronic inferiority of the
American students in my class. In grammar, rhetoric, literary analysis, and above all oral facility, the Americans were consistently
Expressions such as "pas mal pour un americain" became familiar to everyone. My first reaction was to defend
my compatriots: "After all," I said to myself, "English isn't a
Romance language." But neither is German, Hungarian nor Swedish. "Well, it must be the geographic location; how far America
is!" Then I looked around at the people from Japan, Egypt, Israel
and New Zealand. I soon realized that there was something deeper
to this obvious disparity. To gain some insight into it, I asked my
classmates and other students in the Latin Quarter about problems
relating to their language backgrounds. The following are my impressions, taking into account experiences abroad and at home.
The greater emphasis
that
Europeans
place on language live less vicariously than we, and
education is reflected in teaching strange as it may seem, are less
techniques and student attitudes. obsessed with sex and material
These two things complement and things. It is significant that
reinforce each other; however, for spectator sports are not so pop
convenience, I shall discuss each ular as here; that their car styles
do not change every year; that
one separately.
book
Most of the students I met had the largest pornographic
been taught by the "Direct Meth- store in Paris is called the "Engod." At an early age they are lish Book Shop;" that virtually
made to associate words with all the comments on walls of
things, much the same way they buildings and bathrooms are polearned their native tongues. litical. Less inhibited than most
Since classes are taught exclus- Americans, Parisians do not have
ively or almost exclusively in to relieve their sexual urges by
the foreign lauguage, they are scribbling on walls.
It seems to follow, if people are
literally forced to learn. As a
result, they do not form the intellectual and able to appreciate
habit of continually reverting life, that their enthusiasm will be
back to their mother tongues; in- directed towards all aspects of
stead of translating, they learn life; that they will appreciate the
to think in the new language. An educational process, and languIsraeli girl, who had learned to age study as a minute aspect of
speak fluent English, French and that process.
Arabic in one year, (though, I
can not vouch for her Arabic)
gave convincing evidence of the
Direct
Method's
effectiveness;
since her teachers could not speak
Hebrew, she had no choice but
to learn.
Radio Moscow, Sunday night
Equally important are student
attitudes. The importance of opera, daily news programs, and
knowing
language a weekly editorial are among the
a foreign
seems real to someone whose new features heard this year on
native language does not enjoy WKCO. The college radio station,
the prestige of English, and is presenting 57 radio hours a
whose country is not so large and week - the most extensive proisolated as the United States. gram in its history.
Moreover, many Europeans are
Listeners will notice two main
not so obsessed with the great innovations in the station's activiness of their own countries as are ty this year. The first is the simple
Americans. They can not under- fact that the station can be heard,
expect that 580 on your dial now means
stand why Americans
them to know English and why something more than a friendly
those who have had some train
voice on a bad longing exert so little effort.
telephone
distance
connection.
Another reason that European After plodding through last year,
students are diligent in their crippled by technical difficulties,
language study is that they are Station Manager Rick Spinner is
more serious students in general. confident he can match "anything
This is especially true on the col- on the dial" this year. His conlege level, since those select few fidence is due mainly to the posthat go to college do not take it session of a new four part 70
for granted. While many Amer- watt transmitter designed and
ican students idolize someone who built by John Katz, the station's
gets high grades without any ef- Chief Engineer.
out-classe-

d.

RadioMoscow
In Local Air

half-famili- ar

fort

(i.e.

without learning

any-

thing), Europeans usually respect
the fellow who struggles along
and gets to the top.
There are certain other attitudes of students, and Europeans
in general, (I had better limit
this to Frenchmen, specifically
Parisians, since I spent most of
my time in Paris.) which seemingly have little to do with language study, but may reflect cerIn short, they
tain motivations.
have a zest for life. It is surprising to look more closely at a
French beauty sitting in a sidewalk cafe or lying near a swimming pool, and to see her reading a book on nuclear physics,
Algeria, Freud or Sartre; or to
see a group of students between
acts of a play in a heated argu
ment about existentialism or
atomic testing in the Sahara; or
to hear a bum explain his sociological position and then go on to
expound a thesis on how to cure
the ills of the world. Parisians

change is
commercials.
Though very cautious about the
quality and quantity of ads accepted, the radiomen feel that the
commerical revenue is necessary.
The money received will be put
to such specials as Kenyon basketball broadcasts.
Among the novel program ideas
choice
is "World Propaganda,"
gleanings from the national radios
of Russia, Cuba, the U. S. etc.
One of the stations prize proambitiously
jects is entitled,
enough, "Stump the Prof.", a live
show pitting students
panel
against professors. Students are
given a chance to investigate
topics normally omitted from
a sort of
class room discussion
local "College Quiz Bowl."
In "Student Speaks" another
weekly program, any Kenyonite
is allowed to speak (pop off?)
for five minutes on the subject of
his choice.
The

second

the appearance

big
of

KENYON

A DUOLOGUE:

On the "Angry YoungMen
(

Con t. from Page

1)

A:

spiritual malaise. You can
see this in the large number
of strikes over trivial matters,
a

99

Not really. Any work of art
will necessarily reflect the
ideas current at the time and

Look Back in Anger does reveal some of the feeling of
futility and revolt current in
England. But the
present-da- y
play is about four human beings trying to live and love
together. Osborne himself has
described his aims:

the complete political apathy,
the general feeling of lack of
purpose in life. "Man cannot
live by bread alone."
Q: Well, what is the new generation like?
A: I can let Kenneth Tynan answer that: "an instinctive Leftism, an undemonstrative sympathy with anarchy, a dislike
of classy politicians, a vivid
vernacular made up of Hollywood, space fiction and local
dialect, a polite interest in
drugs, a good deal of shared
promiscuous pleasure, and alThese
most no drunkenness.
young people cannot look at

want to make people feel,
to give them lessons in feeling.
They can think afterwards."
"But there are other ques" I

how do
tions to be asked
people live inside those hous
es? What is their relationship
with one another, and withtheir children, with thenneighbors and the people a
cross the street, or on the
floor above? What are the
things that are important to
them, that make them care,
give them hope and anxiety?
What kind of language do they
What
use to one another?
is the meaning of the work
they do? Where does the pain
lie? What are the expecta
tions? What moves them,
brings them together, makes
them speak out? Where is
the weakness, the loneliness?
Where are the things that are
Where is the
unrealized?
It could be an
strength?
exciting, creative time, so let
the scribblers scratch and let
England bleed; there will be
singing one day. I hope so;
I look forward to it."

Macmillan's face without

laughing, and they cannot
work up much interest in our
inalienable right to flog Cyp-rischoolboys . . . They are
unaffressive and au
VriuM
thentically tolerant." I could
add that they are almost man-icall- y
completely
generous,
frank and open in speech and
action and with a hatred for
any form of hypocrisy or pomposity. Very much a generation which grew up in the
the
shadow of The Bomb
tendency is to live it up "for
tomorrow we die."
Q: What about the writers of this
generation?
A: The important year was 1954
when Kingsey Amis published
"Lucky Jim" and John Main
"Hurry on Down." Both books Q: Don't you think Jimmy is an
He
awfullv futile character?
related the adventures of the
wastes his talents in a sweet-stal- l,
the cheerful,
new "anti-herohe relieves all his fruscynical young man just down
trations on Alison.
from university unable to find
a place in modern English soA: Jimmy is a very honest perciety. This is in fact a problem
is a deson. The sweet-sta- ll
Jimmy Porter
in England
gesture rejecting the
liberate
sweet-stararll
is
no
with his
values of a materialist society
ity. Both books received "rave"
(Cliff: You're highly educated
notices from the critics. Later
and
it suits you, but I need
on, of course, the reaction set
something better). And Jimmy
in and the established order
is at his most idealistic with
left no one in any doubt about
Alison. He is in love with her.
how they felt about the new
His rudeness, his attacks, are
scum'
"They
are
writers.
a constant probing, a constant
wrote Somerset Maugham. The
attempt to produce a reaction.
real breakthrough for the new
He does not want the convengeneration of writers came
tional mask of politeness, with
with the publication of Colin
the two of them coexisting in
and
Outsider"
Wilson's "The
the flat but not really knowing
of "Look
the performance
each other. He is smashing
Back in Anger" in the space
aside the mask and trying to
of one week. Wilson examined
achieve a total emotional
of
the predicament
union. Perhaps he is expectcentury man. He
too much of Alison and
ing
declared that the creative arHelena. But the worst crime
tist or religious man is unin the Osborne universe is inalterably opposed to middle-clas- s
difference:
values and neither can
"Oh heavens, how I long for
normal
belong
in
nor wants to
a little ordinary human enthusociety. Immediately a large
siasm. Just enthusiasm. That's
section of English youth deall. I want to hear a warm
clared themselves outsiders (a
thrilling voice cry out Hallenew "insider" group of their
lujah: Hallelujah!
I'm alive!
own!). "Look Back in Anger"
I've an idea. Why don't we
I
was an enormous success
have a little game? Let's preremember when it was pertend that we're human beings
formed in Oxford it was con
and that we're actually alive.
stantly interrupted by proOh, brother, it's such a long
longed applause. Many undertime since I was with anyone
graduates identified themselwho got enhusiastic
about
ves with Jimmy Porter. In the
anything."
years following, the new spirit
showed itself in novelists such
Q: One thing that strikes me
as Braine and Shapiro (taking
about these characters is they
as subject-matte- r
the middle
seem to have no goal in life
and working classes in the
outside themselves.
provinces), the astonishing revival of English drama, Free A: Quite. But what goal should
Cinema, the surrealistic satiric
they have? Jimmy recognizes
humour of the Goons, even,
all the old enthusiams have
perhaps, in politics, the formagone and there are no causes
tion of the Bow Group and the
left to fight for. Politics and
University and Left Review
religion are both pretty dead
Club.
in England. Material goals
Q: You see Look Back in Anger
aren't going to appeal to a man
as a play of social criticism
of Jimmy's temperament.
So
then?
he turns all his energies, all
ot
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his immense vitality, to the
world of personal relationships, to Cliff, Alison, Helena,
Hugh's Mum. This is what is
important to him. This is why
he is aiming at such a perfect
relationship with Alison, and
failing, rather than settling for
a more mediocre
This is the point about Oshe still cares. You
borne
must see him against the background of current English atagainst the cheerful
titudes
cynicism of Lucky Jim or the
Wain hero, against the tendency to live in the past of
Alison's family. And Jimmy
comes crashing, in, swearing,
posturing, hating, loving, but
at least demanding that somebody care.
co-existen-

ce.

RINGWALT'S
FRONT - DOOR

MEN'S
SHOP

OSU

Announces

-

Village Inn

A diversified program of music
and dance will be offered this
season at Ohio State University's
2
Mershon Auditorium in the
Series.
Great Artist

LUNCHEON
DINNER
Tobacco

Pipes

1961-196-

The Series will begin this coming Tuesday, November 7, with
the Bayanihan Phillipian Dancers.
The Stafford Festival Players will
be featured on Tuseday, November 14, in "Pirates on Penzance,"
directed by Tyrone Guthrie. William Warfield, baritone, opens the

quarters
January

winter

Artist

Great
events on Wednesday,
by classical
10, 1962; followed
guitarist Andres Segovia on Wednesday, January 24; the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, Wil-

on
conductor,
liam Steinberg,
Wednesday. February 21; and the
San Francisco Ballet Company on
Thursday, March 1. The series
concludes with the appearance of
violinist Isaac Stern on Friday,

April

Dorothy's Lunch
Gambier
BEER

and FOOD

The People's Bank
Member of Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp.
Gambier, Ohio

Worley's Inc.
STORE FOR MEN

6.

All programs begin at 8 p.m. at
the Mershon Auditorium, 15th
Avenue at High Street in

102 South Main Street
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luture
lately

You:
Why the gold bars?
Future You:
You're needed . . . just as your father and grandfather
were. It's an obligation that a lot of qualified college
men have to meet. If we don't...

You:
All right. But what can I do for the Air Force?

Future You:

The Air Force needs college trained men and women
as officers. This is caused by the rapidly advancing
technology that goes with hypersonic air and space
flight. Your four years of college have equipped you
to handle complex jobs.
You:
Say I was interested... how can I get to be an officer?

Future You:
You know about Air Force ROTC and the Air Force
Academy. Then there's the navigator training program. You've probably heard about Officer Training
School... where the Air Force takes certain college
graduates, both men and women, and commissions
them after three months of training.
You:
Starting salary is important. What about that?

Future You:
Add it up. Base pay,
allowances, free medical and dental care, retirement provision, perhaps
flight pay. You don't have to be an eco major to see
it adds up to an attractive package.
tax-fre- e

You:
I've been thinking about getting my Master's.

Future You:
As an officer you can apply for the Air Force Institute
of Technology. At no cost, and while on active duty
some officers may even win their PhD. decrees.
You:

Tell me more.
That's the job of your local Air Force Recruiter.
Or write to Officer Career Information, Dept.

SC110, Box 7608, Washington 4, D.C., if you
want further information about the navigator
training or Officer Training; School programs.

There 's a place for
professional achievement in the

U.S. Air Force
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Comments Vary

(Cont. from Page

by Fred Rogge
Modern sculpture, as sampled
by the American Federation of
Arts display in Rosse Hall, privately illustrated for many individuals among the symposium's
C. P. Snow's lament
audience
about increasingly esoteric language within the advancing areas
of the Arts and Sciences. In a
talk accompanying the exhibit,
Glenn Patton, assistant professor
of fine Arts at Ohio State University, remarked on the confusion created by modern sculpture's

unusual representations.
Professor Patton explained that
since modem sculpture can't be
approached passively and shouldn't be translated into words, it
often proves frustrating to the
public, who have only a haphazard acquaintance with art and
thereby are "artistically illiterate." The newness and complexity, he said, arose shortly after
the turn of the century when the
art of sculpture began an experimental search into the nature of
sculpture itself. The search has
revealed three considerations: 1)
that art is different from nature in
that it won't be limited by the
former; 2) that the subject matter
of sculpture should be "sculpture
itself," and 3) that the findings of
sculptors are temporary and thus
make no claim to be definitive.
Thus this search has advanced
modern sculpture beyond the

"artistically illiterate."
From the artistically literate
among the student body the subsequent comments about the display were collected.

art editor

Carl

Fleisch-haue-

r,

of Hika, viewed

the colleges effort thus: "The college should be complimented for
finally recognizing the existence
of the fine arts, and having the
show at all. Despite the problem of the unsuitability of Rosse
Hall for a show of this type,
Mrs. Ritcheson did an excellent
and professional job of presenting
the works. The works themselves are small, but an exhibition of larger works would have
required a fireproof building and
several thousand dollars more
than the college could have afforded.
"In respect to the works themselves, I would like to reiterate
Glenn Patton's comments at the
Tuesday assembly.
We might
formulate the artist's problem as
one of presenting sculpture not
as representations of nature (although some of the works in the
show do this), but rather as presenting the material itself in an
aesthetically pleasing way. Alexander Calder, for instance may
just be presenting a group of
painted metal shapes in what he
considers to be a beautiful pattern."
ART AS POTS AND PANS
Bruce Com jean, a senior, spoke
of popular reaction to the display
in this manner; "Choosing the
proper materials for the subject
matter has been a problem for the
modern sculptor. I personally was
pleased to find within the small
exhibition now at Rosse Hall such
a diversified collection of both
form and material. The credit,
of course, goes to the organizer.
Such an exhibition does provoke
some amusing comments, however. I overheard one comment
opening night on the material
of one piece
"My Lord, it
looks like some old pots and
pans" and then after a few minutes of close observation,
in
amazement, "It is some old pots
and pans!"
This is, as Glenn
Patton pointed out, just one of
the many aspects with which
modern sculpture concerns itself,
and the exhibition more than adequately demonstrated this.
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A Revitalized Force:

Pan-He- ll

On Sculpture

COLLEGIAN

1)

Mr. Lees agreed, and stated
(without making any specific references) that at colleges of Ken-yon- 's
size which have a short,
open rush, "about 85
of the
freshmen are pledged," which
evidentally shows that a shorter
rush period would provide a happy fraternity home for a greater
number of freshmen. Some of
the other members agreed with
Beta president Don Wadland who
said that under the present system, a fraternity man with full
afternoons cannot see freshmen
in the evenings and can only talk
to prospective pledges on weekends.
Pan-He- ll
President Charles
Berkey ended the discussion by
stating, with the approval of the
Council, that the opinions of the
members would be typed up in
the form of a resolution and given
to next semester's
Council, with formal action left
to the new council. The majority
of the members present, however,
seemed to favor two weeks of
hell, rather than three weeks of

LORDS MEET RAIDERS TOMORROW
A revitalized Kenyon football
force, making a serious bid for
its first winning campaign in 11
years, invades Alliance, O., tomorrow, where relatively weak
Mount Union provides the afternoon's entertainment.

Eighteen-poin- t
underdog Kenlinebacker Jeff Way made Kenyon's fourth straight intercep- yon picked up its first Conference
3
tion and his second and chugged victory last Saturday with a
victory over Oberlin in Ober-li56 yards to paydirt. Captain and
fullback Nuff Withington registered the next touchdown with a
Quarterback Wood was the ofgallop over tackle, but fensive star, throwing two more
A victory over the Purple before the third period was over, home run passes and running
Raiders would hike the Lords' Marietta countered with two TD's for two others. Both his runs
Conference mark to
and of their own.
were of short yardage, but they
even their overall record at
sitcame in crucial fourth-dow- n
There followed an exchange of uations, as did his four-yar- d
The Raiders are 5 this season
sensational scoring passes
a scoring pitch to end Hubie Hicks.
and 4 in Conference play.
51 yard Lord paydirt pitch from
The series between the two Mike Wood to Dave Shevitz, and
The outcome of the game, howschools dates back to 1893, but a Pioneer
from Terry ever, was uncertain until the third
Kenyon holds the short end, as Heaton to Jim Wendelken.
period, when on a
it has won only nine of the 27
play, Clarke eluded the Yeomen
games played.
Mount's ignomKenyon's fifth interception on line and streaked through the
72-2
victory in 1930 is the its own four-yar- d
inious
line had victory secondary to snare a pass from
worst grid defeat in Lord history. virtually in store with less than Wood and
then paced off the rea minute remaining.
But a fum- maining
for the decidWood in his
Shut out in its first three Con- bled handoff relinquished posses- ing
finally sion, and with 34 seconds to go, second starting role at quarterference
tries, Kenyon
d
Harold Funky took a
back, completed 8 out of 16 passes
shook the horsecollar with a
outburst against Marietta, heave from quarterback Heaton for 160 yards. He has covered
Saturday, Oct. 21, but had to for the tally, and Dick Klein 415 yards on 45 pass attempts
settle for a tie. It was the most snared a conversion heave to knot for the season, good for a bristling
9.22 yards-per-tr- y
average.
bizarre game witnessed in Ben- the game at l.
purgatory.
son Bowl in many years, featurFRATERNAL DISREPUTE
ing 10 fumbles, five intercepted
Mr Edwards' statement called passes, 15 penalties, and a dozen
Council to touchdowns.
for the
make a "concentrated and deResuming action after a relatailed introspection of the fratertively
quiet first half that ended
nity system as a whole." He
3
tie, Kenyon promptly
made use of a report from the in a
a
jumped
to
lead, but
director of men's affairs of the
University
of Missouri which blew it and a victory in the final
stated that while fraternities (in quarter. On the fourth play after
Guf-f- y
general) were originally chartered the kickoff, senior halfback
Clarke raced 66 yards for a
to complement the intellectual
goals of their respective colleges, score. Moments later, sophomore
somewhere along the line the
fraternity system has fallen into
Team
disrepute. The activities for which
fraternities have been criticized,
i
the report said, are those which
Kenyon will finish out its 1961
were never intended to be taken soccer wars tomorrow, when the
up by the fraternities. Mr. Ed- Lords match footwork with Ohio
to keep Wesleyan at Delaware.
wards called for Pan-He- ll
definite goals in mind when dealLike last year, this traditional
ing with the situation. Edwards closing contest will decide whethspoke mainly in generalities, leav- er or not Kenyon winds up with
ing the specific goals and meth- a winning record. The Wesleyods of attaining these goals to an boys rate the advantage, but
Pan-Hel- l.
the Lords are thirsty for Bishop
The discussion following the blood over last season's loss.
statement undoubtedly was of a
more specific nature. Due to the
Senior John Knepper gave Kenforced exit of the Collegian's re- yon its fourth victory, scoring
porter, the proceedings of the both Lord goals in their 1 night
secret session must remain un- decision over Fenn in Cleveland,
known. The actions contempla- Saturday, Oct. 24. Both Knepper
Council
ted by the
and Fenn scored in the first quarare evidently better formulated ter, but the former broke the
Pat Weaver, National College Queen
without the knowledge of the deadlock in the final period with
student body.
g
kick.
his
What makes Artcarved Diamonds the
The impressive performances of
favorite of America's College Queens ?
goalie Dave Kearney
MILLER TO MAKE sophomore
and freshman Bob Dovitz highActually there are many reasons. Artcarved diamond rings
lighted Kenyon's 1 victory over
SCIENCE MOVIES
must meet traditionally high standards for color, cut, clarity
Western Reserve last Saturday in
styles are a delight
and carat weight. Their
Kenyon College was recently Gambier.
Kearney, in his first
to the eye. And, they take all of the guesswork out of buying
awarded $44,640 by the National real attempt at minding the nets,
a diamond. Every Artcarved ring carries a written guarantee
Science Foundation in support of was quite successful. Dovitz, who
for quality and permanent value that's recognized and refilms never played soccer before this
a series of short teaching-ai- d
spected by fine jewelers from coast to coast. We think you'll
on physics. The general object- year, nearly connected on two
agree with America's lovely College Queens.
ive of the project which will be boots early in the game before
Stop in at your jeweler and be sure to see all the exquisite
under the direction of Franklin he kicked in the winning point in
Artcarved diamond rings the rings you buy with confidence
Miller director of the physics de- the final quarter. Dave McKee,
partment at the College, is to leading scorer on the team, regand wear with pride.
produce a number of very short istered the first Lord goal.
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED IN
films of demonstration experiOhio State battled Kenyon to a
AMERICA'S LEADING MAGAZINES
ments of one half to three min2
draw, Tuesday, Oct. 17 on
utes in length to be used as teach-aid- s. home ground. Adrian Paulet gave
Each film clip will make the Lords an early lead, scoring
available to the instructor an es- in the first period. State scored
sentially
DIAMOND AND WEDDING RINGS
soon after. The advantage shifted
action to be used in a classroom back to Kenyon on a goal by Mccontext of his own devising. Dr. Kee, but the favored Buckeyes
J. R. Wood &. Sons, Inc., Dept.
Miller tells us that "many excel- evened up the score in the third
216 E. 45th St., New York 17, N.Y.
lent longer teaching films in phy- frame. Two overtime periods
Please send me more facts about diamond rings and
"Wedding Guide for Bride and Groom." Also name
sics are now available, but are were fruitless for both squads,
of nearest (or hometown) Artcarved Jeweler. I am
not widely used by college teach- and the final count stood at
enclosing 10 to cover handling and postage.
ers."
In their worst showing of the
The work for the project will season, the Lords succumed to
on Homecoming
be carried out at The Ohio State Denison,
County or Zone
City
University where Dr. Miller will morning. The Big Red dominated
EVENING STAR
First choice of
have access to the technical per- play almost the entire game. KenState
lAmerica's College Oueens
sonnel and facilities of the uni- yon's offensive was plagued with
versity's Division of Photography. poor passing and unaggressive-ness- .
penalty
A second-perio- d
Duing this period he will be Visiting Professor of Physics at Ohio kick for the visitors gave them
the game.
State.
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lating than penetrating the opinion varies. Some believe genuine
progress was made, while others
well-caASSOCIATES enjoyed it as a
academic theatrical. In any
(Cont from Page 1, CoL 5)
case, no one asked for his money
back.
There was the other half of the
Princeton contingent, Milton BabWe recall, as we did at the outwit set, President Lund's adjectives:
bit, his sarcastic rapid-fir- e
making him one of the meeting's "brilliant, provocative . . . helpliveliest figures.
ful." But we can't overlook his
There was Sidney Kaplan's con- revealing use of the "parting
tinuing insistence that a discus- shot" as a figure of speech desion on communication between scribing the summation.
the arts and sciences was futile
A weary Professor Ritcheson,
unless prefaced by some discus- looking back over the grueling
sion of what the participants' as- proceedings pointed to a common
sumption about art and science agreement as to the oneness of
are. We remember his wry pro- "intellectual creativity whether
posal that scientists rather than in the arts or the sciences," as
having the future in their bones evidence of the palable conclu(Snow's phrase) may have their sions of the Great Event. He also
bones in the future.
cited the participants' mutual
There were the sincere and acceptance of the importance of
efforts of Harold communications itself.
Cassidy whose attempts at a conEGGS AND
clusion on Saturday met as much
But conclusions are, it would
a public acceptance as any of the
seem, elusive "sometime" things,
symposium's statements.
and one of our more lingering
Moreover, there were the "very impressions of the symposium,
sound and very solid," appear- which was in any case, a great
ances of Kenyon's two represent- weekend, is that of a waiter-frien- d
ative, Professors Finkbeiner and
of ours we met on Middle
English. In Professor Ritcheson's Path Saturday morning. His reopinion, they maintained "the mark: "I just got done serving
highest tradition of Kenyon
eggs to the father of
d
College."
the hydrogen bomb."

THE SYMPOSIUM

well-pace-

well-receiv-
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ed

H-BOM-

BS

soft-boile-

Even the Weather
In short everything, even the
weather, combined to make the
symposium and Kenyon College
look very good last weekend. The
symposium, we think, was something of a coup and reflected credit on all associated with it.
As to whether the symposium
approached making any real contribution to the problem of communication between the arts and
sciences, whether it was merely a
infascinating web of well-spu- n
tellectual confusion, more stimu- -

1,

Col.

BRAND BLANSHARD
"I do not really believe the two
cultures are on a parity" confesBrand
sed Yale philosopher
Blandshard in his appearance before the symposium Friday afterThough lamenting the
noon.
current status of science in the
educational scheme of things
one characterized by "dullness,"
"difficulty," and "a gray, cold outlook." Blanshard argues that
humanities were "miles and miles
ahead" in educational value, science a "poor second." The primacy of humanities in this area
was "almost self evident," he
added.

Antiseptic Purity
Science has no "personal equations," its laboratories are "disinfected of emotion;" science is
"exclusively intellectual," has an

"antiseptic purity," Blanshard
clared.

Characterized

de-

by "sacri

ficial specialization," it "doesn't
even try" to achieve the vision of
the "more abundant life," "the
whole man."
the sciences are
"Gentlement
humanities" began Alan T. Water-

man at the Saturday morning
The
session of the symposium.
separation of the arts and sciences
is the result of a "confusion of
terms and ideas," for science is,
emphasized the National Science
Foundation Director, "allied with
the arts." Both have similar
motivations,
make similar demands, share the need for creative "egotists."
EDWARD TELLER
Though
speaking extemporaneously, Edward Teller brought
a native eloquence and accent, a
polished rhetorical manner and
deeply personal emotional appeal
to bear in his address. Beginning
with an account of the relationship between politics and science
in his own life, he phycist-at-larg- e
recalled a meeting with
Roosevelt in which the President
asserted that, in Teller's words,
"scientists are not to blame,"
that, "society as a whole was responsible" for the application of
scientific discoveries.
An End To Responsibility
When the scientist has developed what he's found, and explained it clearly, "at that point,"
his responsibility, as a scientist,

How many more people will need telephone
service in Illinois by 1970? How many more telephone buildings should be built, how much more
equipment ordered? Helping to find the right
answers (because the wrong ones could be very expensive) is the job of Carl Horn, a telephone company economist who graduated from college just last
year. His studies and estimates help management
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make important forecasting decisions. Decisions that
will bring advanced communications to the nation.
Carl Horn of Illinois Bell Telephone Company,
and other young men like him in Bell Telephone
Companies, help make your telephone and communications service the finest in the world.
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Committees responsible for studies of special issues before the
Council were asked to give their
reports. None had yet been prepared. On the relatively important question of membership in
the NSA little was said. Chair
man Young read to the Council
a statement from the Conserva
tive Club opposing membership.
At several points in the reading
there were smiles in the audience.
Young encouraged other
statements.
NEHRU AND COUNCIL
The controversial
matter of
rules concerning women in the
dorms was passed on to the
Council. The effectiveness and vigor of the Council
was given a nunusual challenge
when a letter from the U.N. announced a conference of American college-student- s
which will
gather in New York in
to be addressed by Prime
Minister Nehru of India, who has
called the meeting in order to
hear and discuss the political opinions of the American student
body at first hand. Apathy and
a petty concern for funds were
the reaction of the representatives. Pat Edwards tried to make
ii clear that to act on the matter
would be urgent if anything was
to be accomplished.
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The matter was finally shelved
with an agreement to subsidize
each student with nine dollars if
anyone is chosen to represent
Kenyon.
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"comes to an end," said Teller.
For scientists or any group to
assume responsibility would "lead
to the end of our democratic way
of life," an affront to the sovereignty of the common man. After
inserting an essay on fallout on
his speech, Teller returned to the
matter of communication, observing "I'm not interested in communication between the arts and
the sciences," but rather between
"the intellectual and the common
man."
The establishment in the Uni-te- d
States of "a scale of virtue
based on the common man,"
while quite proper in itself, has
led to a divorce between the intellectual and the rest of the community, he declared.
"Natural, vigorous, and disastrous," Teller termed the reaction
of intellectuals who have "stopped
playing to an audience." "This
deep schism" is "not in the nature
of things . . . need not be so,"
said Teller.
A Lack of Tentmakers
The "pessimistic, tragic view of
determinism" has been lent expression in beautifying lasting
language by Omar Khayyam, but
today there is "no tentmaker
among us." The University of
California Professor pointed to
courses in "scientific appreciation"
and education in general as the
source for a possible solution.

CARL HORN

ulty and that students have had
many chances to start such a
program themselves.
To this
Knepper added, as the conclusion
of his report, a plea for increased
student council activity and expression of opinions regarding
general student affairs and particularly the
program.
self-evaluati-

(Cont. from Page 1, Col. 2)

suit of "an intellectual liberation,"
in which "both artists and scientists have cast aside classical
theory and penetrated to new
notions of reality."
The Harvard professor questioned whether communication
actually is a "cardinal virtue,"
suggesting instead that "a fundamental coherence" will continue
as long as the "lines of communication," "the means of access" are
kept open.
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